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Vía de la Plata, Cava Brut Rosado (NV)
Producer Vía de la Plata
Distributor Zev Rovine Selections
Supplier/Importer Selections de la Viña
Category Wine - Sparkling - Rosé
Grape variety Garnacha
Region Extremadura, Spain
Appellation Cava
Vintage NV
Alcohol by volume 13.5%

Sizes

750 mL × 12 — 17-0082-NV

Distributor's notes
Traditional champenoise method. One year on the lees before disgorgement. Residual sugar 10-12 g/l.

About the product
Here you have an attractive cava with beautiful strings of bubbles, colour, tone and glints, and an astonishing and
fruity aroma. As a result of a firm conviction from our winery, started this working line with much effort, development
and dedication to create this rosé of Garnacha and Pinot Noir which is a magnificent cava that will leave nobody
indifferent.

About the producer
Aniceto Mesías produced his first bottle of bub in 1983. Two years later he was popping bottles under the D.O. Cava.
So, what’s the big deal? Well, he was doing it far from Sant Sadurní d'Anoia in his native town of Almendralejo,
becoming the first producer of Extremadura to form a part of the appellation. Today, three other producers from the
region have joined and although Aniceto is no longer in the cellars, his winery Vía de la Plata still remains at the cusp
due to his young successor, Luis Miguel Calleja.

After 30 years making quality Cava and with retirement in sight, Aniceto made sure his winery landed in the right
hands and maintained its artesenal traditions. It’s safe to say that he can rest at ease. Ever since taking over, Luis
Miguel has done exactly that. Tired from his experience working at some of the region’s behemoth coops, he was
determined to sacrifice quantity over quality to keep Vía de la Plata amongst Spain’s best bubblies.        

Their 200,000 bottles a year are all produced by hand in underground cellars using the traditional champenoise
method invented by Dom himself. The grapes are sourced from nearby vineyards of the varieties Macabeo, Parellada
and Chardonnay; all of which exhaustively controlled by them.

Browse our full portfolio at sevenfifty.com/zevrovineselections


